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reDiscover Center's professional development
workshops are designed to equip your staff with

the tools and skills they need to incorporate active
making into their classroom curriculum, innovating

and engaging students in distance learning.
Including hands-on activities with your lessons

increases engagement, learning, and attendance.

We offer online training workshops, consultation,
and more customized coaching to expand the ways

that you can interact with your students. 

Our workshops cover topics such as:

About reDiscover:
Since 2004, reDiscover has provided professional

development for schools and educators looking to
incorporate environmentally aware making and

responsible tool use into their classes. In 2020, we
have applied all of our expertise to the current

landscape, cultivating independent, enthusiastic
makers eager to learn.

In this one-hour training session, teachers will learn
the basics of how to safely use, teach, and incorporate
the flexible tools in reDiscover’s Tinkering Tool Kit into
their distance curriculum. We will review what kinds of
creative reuse materials students are likely to have in

their homes, and what will be useful in various types of
projects and activities. We will discuss the challenges

of distance learning, including engagement,
communication, and how hands-on making projects

can address them.

Tinkering Tool Kit includes: Canary cardboard cutter,
small screwdriver, hot glue gun, pliers, flush cutters,

child-sized gloves and safety glasses, and more.

In this one-hour session, teachers will learn about how
to make best use of simple tools and recycled

materials from around the home (such as cereal boxes,
twist ties, scissors, and tape) to get students’ hands

and minds moving.  We will introduce a set of simple
techniques to teach students that will enable them to

demonstrate their learning in a different way, and
engage their creativity at the same time. We will review

what kinds of creative reuse materials students are
likely to have in their homes, and what will be useful in

various types of projects and activities.

Distance Making with
Home Tools and Materials

with reDiscover Center
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Teacher Training for
Tinkering Tool Kit

How do you give a water bottle legs? What's the best
way to create a functional recycled backpack? Teachers

will be introduced to a number of techniques in
cardboard construction that can be taught to students

to increase their resourcefulness and fluency of
making both with cardboard and incorporating a wide

variety of other creative reuse materials. This one-hour
hands-on workshop can be done with or without our
Tinkering Tool Kit, and pairs well with either the Tool

Kit or Home Tools Training.

Creative Reuse
Construction Techniques

Contact us to schedule 
your session today at

rediscovercenter.org/pd


